
 
 
Tips to keep our children safe. 
 
V4CR is committed to supporting families with knowledge and proactive tools to help adults 
protect the young people in their families and their communities.  
 
Knowing who lives in your community is a first step. Find out if registered sex offenders live in 
your area.  
https://www.fbi.gov/scams-and-safety/sex-offender-registry 
 
The graphics listed in this section are the ‘tools’ for you to use.  
 
The “Red Flag App List” is a list of apps that online predators use to contact kids.  Updated 
lists can be found online through a search ‘parenting, what apps to watch for.’  
 
Keep in mind: Even if an app states they monitor their site that is not anything you can rely on. 
Predators will win a victim’s trust and then lure them to a site with no limits or controls. 

1. They know what words to avoid,  
2. Use alternative words as code,  
3. Lure their victim to chat in other less monitored sites 
4. Have throw away untraceable phones connected to a gmail account so they can be on 

google chat with your child.  
 

We recommend using a monitoring app: 
Advantages: 

1. Alerts come to your phone 
2. Check your child’s phone for relevant concerns, they still keep some privacy 
3. The BIG Advantage: a monitoring app creates conversation with your child and builds 

the atmosphere that you and your child are on the same team.  
 

Key point to remember when researching monitoring apps. 
a. What apps does it monitor/not monitor 
b. Does it monitor for keywords in texts, emails, photos, videos 
c. Monthly fee 
d. Does the fee cover multiple phones 
e. Does it have a check in button: sends alert to child’s phone and he/she must 

respond 
f. What are the reviews on the app 
g. Some apps work better on Android phones, since iOS phones don’t allow 

monitoring of some apps 
h. Be aware of what permissions apps are requesting  

https://www.fbi.gov/scams-and-safety/sex-offender-registry


 
Parent Child Pledge - Keeping the perspective that you and your child are on the same team. 
You are there to support them through this period of their life.  Print this graphic, discuss with 
your child, cut out the pledge segment and put it on your refrigerator.  It could also be improved 
by you writing out and signing on a separate sheet of paper, the support you are willing to give. 
The best statements might be: 

1. I promise to listen carefully to your questions and concerns. 
2. I promise that together, we will find a solution to whatever problems arise. 
3. I will always love you. 

 
Warn Your Kids - This graphic helps children see what a stalker tells them and how the stalker 
is using those same lines on others.  The child can see they are being set up.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


